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0.2 Statement of Contributions
Research presented in Chapter 3:
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In this thesis we parameterized interactive objects and systems and investigated their effects
on perceived agency. In one experiment we developed a virtual reality simulation in which
the motion path of a virtual ball is parameterized by the magnitude and direction of its jerk
component. Subjects classified several motions paths into animate and inanimate categories.
We found that motion paths with a large jerky deviation from our definition of an inanimate
zero jerk motion path, per the subject’s physical point of view, are classified as animate by the
subject. In another experiment, we developed a Living Architecture System whose interactive
behaviours are defined by a set of modifiable control parameters. We focused on two behaviour
modes which are differentiated by the usage of these control parameters: one in which static
values were hand-picked to produce what we had determined to be aesthetically interesting
interactive behaviour, and one in which a machine learning algorithm assumes full real-time
control of each parameter with restrictions. We measured the subject’s experience with skin-
conductance and brain activity before and after exposure to one of the behaviour modes and
follow with a questionnaire. We found that, after exposure, subjects who experienced static
parameters had a decrease in skin-conductance while subjects who experienced the machine
learning algorithm had an increase in skin-conductance. However, the statistically significant
results of the second experiment remain inconclusive because of the small sample set.
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It is reasonable to assume that humans can make sense of their world by believing that entities
in their environment are guided by rational intentions (Dennett, 1971). Seminal research demon-
strates that simple moving geometric shapes are described as having various intentions (Heider
and Simmel, 1944), and that human actions are perceived even when most of the visual input is
reduced to abstract moving point-light displays (Johansson, 1973). These ideas have spawned a
field of research broadly investigating human understanding of agents in their environment. The
quality of agency is typically used to describe whatever it is that separates objects like us from
objects that do not have the mechanical, actional, and cognitive properties that we do (Leslie,
1995).
The related concept of animacy refers to the narrower class of biological agents. Aside from
obvious visual clues, like having a face, an object may be perceived as an animate agent when
it moves as if it was self-propelled (Giorgio et al., 2017), its movement indicates goal-oriented
behaviour such as chasing (Gao et al., 2009) or predatory stalking (Gao et al., 2010), or it is able
to be interacted with (Fukuda and Ueda, 2010). This does not solely depend on visual cues as
even a moving sound has been shown to invoke the perception of animacy (Nielsen et al., 2015).
Agency has been a challenge to concretely define yet unmistakeable in nature: sticks and
stones are not in the same group as snakes and dogs. With sufficient trickery virtually any
object, animate or inanimate, can appear to have agency. The work presented in this thesis
parameterizes my own attempt at such trickery with a ball and a robot while examining the
effects on human behaviour.
1.2 Mechanisms
When studying agency detection we seek to understand the interrelation between the brain’s
ability to parse sensory input, interpret observed actions, and infer the social content of our
environment. A well-supported theory of action perception and understanding in primates
invokes the mirror neuron system (MNS); certain neurons in areas of the brain responsible for
the performance of an action, such as the premotor cortex, also activate when viewing another
perform that action (Gallese et al., 1996; Rizzolatti et al., 1996; di Pellegrino et al., 1992) (Bonini,
2017, for review). These actions need not be from a biological organism and the MNS activates
even when observing robots (Gazzola et al., 2007). It is suspected that a similar mechanism
forms the neurological basis of agency detection as brain areas responsible for intentions and
emotions are activated when observing them in others (Iacoboni et al., 2005; Gallese et al., 2004).
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While this evidence points toward an ability to simulate the actions and intentions of others in
order to understand them, other findings suggest that inferential processes outside of the MNS
are required (Saxe, 2005), especially when comparing animates to inanimates (Wheatley et al.,
2007) and when the observed actions are unfamiliar or unusual (Brass et al., 2007).
1.3 Research Questions
In this thesis we parameterize interactive objects and systems and investigate their effects on
perceived agency. In one experiment we developed a virtual reality simulation in which the mo-
tion path of a virtual ball is parameterized by the magnitude and direction of its jerk component.
Subjects classified several motion paths into animate and inanimate categories. In another ex-
periment, we developed a Living Architecture System whose interactive behaviours are defined
by a set of modifiable control parameters. We focus on two behaviour modes which are differ-
entiated by the usage of these control parameters: one in which static values were hand-picked
to produce what we had determined to be aesthetically interesting interactive behaviour, and
one in which a machine learning algorithm assumes full real-time control of each parameter with
restrictions.




Effect of Trajectory with a Single Virtual Ball
Natural laws of our environment mandate a natural reference state of motion: things fall down
and not up. Our brain structure is tuned for gravity (Vaziri and Connor, 2016) and we are
sensitive to gravity even as an infant (Kim and Spelke, 2008). Our perception of motion and
animacy has a special relationship to the vertical components of motion when it violates a notion
of natural or Newtonian movements that rely on gravity (Scaleia et al., 2014; Chang and Troje,
2009; Tremoulet and Feldman, 2000; Gelman et al., 1995) and we are sensitive to large enough
violations (Kaiser and Proffitt, 1987). Research with simple geometric shapes makes it clear
that our perception of agency based on motion does not require any explicitly anthropomorphic
or animate qualities (Szego and Rutherford, 2007, 2008; Tremoulet and Feldman, 2000, 2006;
Opfer, 2002; Scholl and Tremoulet, 2000; Santos et al., 2008).
For this experiment we developed a rigorous definition of inanimate motion from which we
built upon to contrast with suspected animate motion types. I modelled an inanimate object
as one which cannot resist the natural forces in its environment and only moves according to
our so-called natural reference state of motion. In the controlled laboratory environment, where
gravity is the only force acting upon an object, inanimate movement equates to simple quadratic
curves through space (see Appendix C.1.4, Base Equations of Motion). Importantly, this type
of motion has a constant acceleration: a constant downward acceleration from gravity and zero
acceleration in all other directions. In technical jargon we can say that the third time-derivative
of displacement1, called jerk, is equal to zero. Given this description of inanimate motion one
might rightfully wonder about objects whose motion has a non-zero jerk. After all, objects which
deviate from the inanimate trajectory cannot reach a different jerkless trajectory instantaneously
so they must undergo jerky motion for some amount of time. Are these the objects that are
perceived as animate?
The experiment immersed the subject in virtual reality, allowing us to display any trajectory
we can calculate. The subject classified thirty motion paths by viewing a single ball traverse
each motion path, in random order, and answering the question “Is this an inanimate object or
a thinking being?” for each. The subject was told that each ball represents the centre of mass
of some object that is either an inanimate object or a thinking being; this is a deception as all
trajectories were calculated by the researcher and not the recorded movements of any inanimate
object or thinking being. To prevent any direct effect of some perceived cause of the motion, in
which case self-propulsion might be automatically ruled out without regard for the motion path
being tested, the beginning of the object’s motion path was occluded so the subject cannot see
what starts the ball’s motion.
1A.K.A. the first time-derivative of acceleration. Aside from the familiar ones, most of these quantities are
rarely used but here is a list of all n-th derivatives of displacement with names that I am aware of (from n = −7
to n = 6): absop, absackle, absnap, abserk, abseleration (Mann and Janzen, 2014), absity, absement (Mann et al.,
2006), displacement, velocity, acceleration, jerk, snap (jounce), crackle (flounce), pop (pounce).
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The following effects on perceived animacy are investigated:
1. The effect of a higher or lower gravitational constant.
2. The effect of magnitude and dimension of sinusoidal jerk: the object’s acceleration is
sinusoidally time-dependent2. This type of motion may be roughly approximated by the
periodic (oscillating) motion of a bird flying, a monkey swinging, or a human walking.
3. The effect of magnitude and direction of constant jerk: the object’s acceleration is linearly
time-dependent. This type of motion may be accomplished by attaching an increasingly
powerful rocket to one side of an object, or by pressing down your car’s accelerometer at
a constant rate.
Figure 2.1: A view from inside the simulation after the retracting panel
has slid upwards. The black ball is currently travelling along a predeter-
mined motion path toward the viewer. The ball starts its path behind
and below the wall, preventing the subject from guessing that its motion
has any direct source.
2.1 Subjects
Forty University of Waterloo undergraduate students were recruited from SONA, and thirty
subjects were included in the analysis after ten subjects were removed: five subjects experienced
technical difficulties, two subjects were unfamiliar with the word “inanimate”, and three subjects
answered “inanimate object” for every single trial.
2.2 Equipment
Subjects wore an HTC Vive Head Mounted Display (HMD). Simulations were built and run
with Unity.
2The jerk is also sinusoidally time-dependent. In fact, this type of motion has an infinite cascade of non-zero
time-derivatives!
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2.3 Stimuli: Thirty Motion Paths
Appendix C.1 defines the simulation space in detail and contains the explicit description of the
motion paths presented as stimuli in the experiment. Here we give a brief description of the
stimuli used to test each effect described in the introduction of this chapter. Motion paths
are broken into three groups. Each group contains every combination of paths for the given
regressors:
 Three paths of zero jerk (modified gravity): low gravity, normal gravity, high gravity
 Nine paths of sinusoidal jerk: magnitude (low, medium, high) × dimension (left/right,
up/down, away/toward)
 Eighteen paths of constant jerk: magnitude (low, medium, high) × direction (left, right,
up, down, away, toward)
2.4 Procedure
The subject is equipped with the HMD and is immersed in the virtual environment: a small
rectangular room modelled after PAS 2276 at the University of Waterloo, the physical space
where the experiment takes place3. A visible retracting panel is in the top-middle of one wall.
The subject navigates to each corner of the room to get used to moving in VR and then stands on
an X marked on the ground near the wall opposite the retracting panel. The instructions given
in the initial briefing are reiterated. The subject will stand on the X and face the retracting
panel. When the subject is steady, the experimenter presses a button to start the following
process:
1. after five seconds, the slot opens
2. after one second, the ball comes out of the slot on a predetermined trajectory
3. the subject attempts to get in the way of the object’s path
4. the ball reaches the end of its trajectory and the slot closes
5. the subject is asked and responds verbally, “Is this an inanimate object or a thinking
being?”
6. the subject moves back to the X and is asked to focus their attention to the slot
This process is followed for all thirty randomly ordered experimental trials each presenting
a single black ball with a distinct motion path. Each subject views all thirty motion paths. The
experiment terminates once all motion paths have been presented.
2.5 Analysis
The analysis utilizes a series of logistic generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) according to
the process outlined in Appendix A.2. In all analyses the dependent variable (response) is the
binary answer to the question “Is this an inanimate object or thinking being?”, with “inanimate
object” = 0 and “thinking being” = 1. Regressors are the categorical variables magnitude and
dimension/direction described in Section 2.3.
3If COVID-19 weren’t blocking my access I would have given the exact dimensions of the simulated room here.
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2.5.1 Zero Jerk
The analysis compares low gravity and high gravity to regular gravity (intercept).
In these models, adding the magnitude variable did not significantly improve the model
fit, and resulted in a larger Akaike information criterion (AIC). No significant coefficients were
observed with normal gravity as the reference level in a dummy coded regression.
2.5.2 Sinusoidal Jerk
Random Effects and Model Selection
The intraclass correlation (ICC) indicates that 9.18% of model variance is explained by subject
grouping. Likelihood ratio tests show that a model including both magnitude and dimension has
the lowest AIC and is a significantly better fit compared to a model containing only magnitude
or only dimension. Model comparisons and tests are shown in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. Therefore
the analysis will consider the GLMM which subscribes to the formula
response ∼ magnitude + dimension + 1|subject
Table 2.1: Sinusoidal Jerk: Model Comparison Characteristics
Model Formula AIC logLik deviance
i (null) Y ∼ 1 + (1|S) 361.41 -178.71 357.41
ii (dimension only) Y ∼ D + (1|S) 293.17 -142.58 285.17
iii (magnitude only) Y ∼M + (1|S) 348.49 -170.25 340.49
iv (magnitude and dimension) Y ∼M +D + (1|S) 272.53 -130.27 260.53
Table 2.2: Sinusoidal Jerk: Likelihood Ratio Tests
Effect Models χ2 p Significance
Magnitude ii vs. iv 24.636 < .001 ***
Direction iii vs. iv 79.962 < .001 ***
∗ = p < .05, ∗∗ = p < .01, ∗ ∗ ∗ = p < .001
Summary of Effects
Wald tests of the fixed model coefficients (Table 2.3 and Figure 2.2) to compare the response
at each level of magnitude and each dimension to the average response (grand mean) indicated
significant main effects of magnitude and dimension:
 motion paths with low magnitude sinusoidal jerk are significantly less likely to be clas-
sified as thinking beings
 motion paths with high magnitude sinusoidal jerk are significantly more likely to be
classified as thinking beings
 motion paths with left/right sinusoidal jerk are significantly more likely to be classified
as thinking beings
 motion paths with away/toward sinusoidal jerk are significantly less likely to be classified
as thinking beings
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Table 2.3: Sinusoidal Jerk: Fixed Effects
Effect Estimate SE z p Sig
(Intercept) -0.05501 0.27406 -0.201 .84
low -0.8384 0.2437 -3.441 < .001 ***
medium -0.28343 0.23063 -1.229 .22
high 1.12184 0.25274 4.439 < .001 ***
left/right 1.8902 0.2829 6.682 < .001 ***
up/down -0.10751 0.22186 -0.485 .63
away/toward -1.78265 0.27757 -6.422 < .001 ***
∗ = p < .05, ∗∗ = p < .01, ∗ ∗ ∗ = p < .001
Figure 2.2: Subject classification of motion paths for each type of si-
nusoidal jerk. Each effect is compared to the column labelled MEAN.
∗ ∗ ∗ = p < .001.
2.5.3 Constant Jerk
Random Effects and Model Selection
The ICC indicates that 34.10% of model variance is explained by subject grouping. Likelihood
ratio tests show that a model including both magnitude and direction has the lowest AIC and
is a significantly better fit compared to a model containing only magnitude or only direction.
Model comparisons and tests are shown in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5. Therefore the analysis will
consider the GLMM which subscribes to the formula
response ∼ magnitude + direction + 1|subject
Table 2.4: Constant Jerk: Model Comparison Characteristics
Model Formula AIC logLik deviance
i (null) Y ∼ 1 + (1|S) 367.38 -181.69 363.38
ii (direction only) Y ∼ D + (1|S) 359.41 -172.71 345.41
iii (magnitude only) Y ∼M + (1|S) 363.92 -177.96 355.92
iv (magnitude and direction) Y ∼M +D + (1|S) 355.48 -168.74 337.48
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Table 2.5: Constant Jerk: Likelihood Ratio Tests
Effect Models χ2 p Significance
Magnitude ii vs. iv 7.9361 .02 *
Direction iii vs. iv 18.448 .002 **
∗ = p < .05, ∗∗ = p < .01, ∗ ∗ ∗ = p < .001
Summary of Effects
Wald tests of the fixed model coefficients (Table 2.6 and Figure 2.3) to compare the response
at each level of magnitude and each direction to the average response (grand mean) indicated
significant main effects of magnitude and direction:
 motion paths with high magnitude constant jerk are significantly more likely to be
classified as thinking beings
 motion paths with left or right constant jerk are significantly more likely to be classified
as thinking beings
Table 2.6: Constant Jerk: Fixed Effects
Effect Estimate SE z p Sig
(Intercept) -2.7356 0.3775 -7.246 < .001 ***
low -0.3965 0.2260 -1.754 .08
medium -0.1640 0.2176 -0.754 .45
high 0.5605 0.2028 2.764 .006 **
left 0.8452 0.2955 2.860 .004 **
up -0.6905 0.4022 -1.717 .09
away -0.3280 0.3643 -0.900 .37
right 0.8452 0.2955 2.860 .004 **
down -0.1733 0.3508 -0.494 .62
toward -0.4986 0.3810 -1.309 .19
∗ = p < .05, ∗∗ = p < .01, ∗ ∗ ∗ = p < .001
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Figure 2.3: Subject classification of motion paths for each type of con-
stant jerk. Each effect is compared to the column labelled MEAN.
∗∗ = p < .01.
2.6 Discussion
2.6.1 Inanimate Trajectories
Some trajectories with sinusoidal jerk are described as inanimate: those with a low amount of
jerk and those which jerk away or toward the subject. In both cases the motion is difficult to
visually distinguish from inanimate motion; the low jerk condition only slightly deviates from
a parabolic arc, and jerking away/toward results in a deviation normal4 to the subject’s plane
of view which obscures the movement. Although we did not perform any statistical tests of the
difference between sinusoidal and constant jerk motion paths, notice that a great majority of
subjects rated constant jerk paths as inanimate while the grand mean response for sinusoidal
paths is nearly evenly split.
2.6.2 Animate Trajectories
It has been shown that humans treat balls in much the same way that they treat human charac-
ters and that they are more sensitive to horizontal5 deviations when watching human characters
undergo “ballistic trajectories”6 (Reitsma et al., 2008; Reitsma and Pollard, 2003). Correspond-
ingly, we found that trajectories with large magnitude jerk and trajectories which jerk to the
left and right are described as animate. These trajectories correspond to a large deviation from
a purely inanimate trajectory. The trajectories with left and right jerk have the greatest visual
deviation from the perspective of the subject.
4For those that may be unfamiliar with the mathematical definition of normal, a line that is normal to a
2-dimensional plane points perpendicularly away from the plane.
5On a 2-dimensional screen, so this means the left/right horizontal rather than the additional away/toward
horizontal available in three dimensions.
6Another word for parabolic trajectories.
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2.6.3 Conclusion
When making these classifications, the binary choice forced the subject to choose animate or
inanimate even if neither choice fits perfectly. Perhaps the motion paths that are similar to our
inanimate motion path are perceived to be an inanimate object, and the paths with more jerk
are chosen as thinking beings only because the subject has no other option. Since any object
is necessarily one or the other it does not seem rational to expand the question to include a
range from inanimate to animate, however, simply adding an “I don’t know” option may have
given a clearer picture. It would be a good idea to probe the subject on their perception of each
motion path’s level of self-propulsion or goal-oriented behaviour. A future version of this study
might also include chaotic paths, which are not generally travelled by inanimate objects without
external forces nor deliberately travelled by thinking beings.
A growing number of motion descriptors have been shown to increase the perception of agency
and animacy of a single object, including faster speeds (Szego and Rutherford, 2007), changes
in direction, and acceleration (Tremoulet and Feldman, 2000). In this work we parameterized
changes to acceleration and add jerk to this list. We used virtual reality to allow a subject to
experience a motion path in three dimensions rather than a 2-dimensional screen. Apparent
violations of gravity have been shown to increase perceptions of animacy on a 2-dimensional
screen (Szego and Rutherford, 2008) and our use of virtual reality allowed us to draw upon
a much more innate, salient, and physical gravitational context to test animate motion paths.
The results of this experiment show that an object displaying a large deviation from inanimate
motion, with the deviation being a non-zero jerk in this gravitational context, results in a simple
geometric object seemingly coming to life and being classified as animate.
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Chapter 3
Effect of Machine Learning with an Interactive
System
Children and adults perceive animacy in robots and are willing to interact with them as if they
were agents (Beran et al., 2011; Weiss et al., 2010). Living Architecture Systems (LAS), a
research group based at the University of Waterloo which builds real-time interactive electronic
sculptures, provides the groundwork for the current experiment by having people interact with
a “curiosity-based [machine] learning algorithm (CBLA)” operating on a network of sensors and
actuators (Chan et al., 2015; Gorbet et al., 2015). The current experiment is a result of my
collaboration1 with researchers in the School of Architecture2, Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering3, Department of Knowledge Integration4, and 4DSOUND5 to develop
the subsequent generation of living architecture described in Meng et al. (2020). Although the
philosophy is similar, this system is almost entirely different from the previous generation in
hardware and software and does not use CBLA.
The experiment had museum visitors interact with Aegis, a living architecture system on ex-
hibition at the Royal Ontario Museum. You can find pictures and videos of Aegis when searching
the internet for the exhibit name: Philip Beesley: Transforming Space6789. Aegis operates on
input from an array of infrared (IR) proximity sensors and produces emergent interactive be-
haviour in its light-emitting diodes (LEDs), speakers, vibrating fronds (which we call “moths”),
and curling shape memory alloy (SMA) appendages. Modifiable parameters control the tim-
ing and intensities of the behaviour patterns. In normal operation we choose static parameter
values which result in aesthetically interesting behaviours. For the experiment, we took our
hands off and allowed the machine learning algorithm developed in Meng et al. (2020) to modify
parameters on-the-fly. Experiments were done at the end of Aegis’s life, after it had spent sev-
eral weeks learning. We measured the electrodermal activity (skin-conductance level; SCL) and
brainwaves (electroencephalogram; EEG) of each subject, followed by a questionnaire to deter-
mine their subjective perception of agency. Processing of physiological signals is performed with








9The living architecture system constutites a sort of distributed “consciousness”. It has one central brain and
additional computational power provided by microcontrollers in local clusters. It doesn’t think like a human;
more like an octopus.
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EDA Inspector10 (Francey, 2020a) and its companion program EEGProcessor.py1112 (Francey,
2020b).
Figure 3.1: A studio member poses with Aegis. Transforming Space
- Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto, Canada, 2018. Photo © Philip
Beesley Studio Inc.
3.1 Subjects
The experiment was advertised on Twitter and members of the Philip Beesley Architect Inc.
volunteer pool were invited by email. Visitors to the museum could also participate by speaking
to the researcher. Twenty-three subjects participated in the experiment. Twenty-two subjects
completed the subjective experience questionnaire (16 female, mean age: 33.19, sd age: 11.012,
one subject did not disclose age). Fourteen subjects took part while wearing physiological sensing
equipment (10 female, mean age: 34, sd: 10.263).
3.2 Equipment
EEG was recorded with an InteraXon Muse Brain-Sensing Headband which measures at four
locations corresponding to the 10-20 system locations Af7, Af8, Tp9 and Tp10 with a reference
10Processing 3.5.4.
11Python 3
12Despite the names, EDA Inspector can also inspect EEG signals, and EEGProcessor.py can also process EDA
signals.
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electrode at Fpz. Skin-conductance was recorded with an Empatica E4 which measures from
the wrist.
3.3 Stimuli: Two Behaviour Modes of Aegis
Aegis’s base behaviour is defined in Meng et al. (2020) (pp. 8-9). When nobody is interacting
with Aegis, its various actuators will randomly fire either as a single action, such as an LED
activating, or as a predefined pattern such as multiple LEDs activating in sequence. When
somebody interacts with Aegis by coming within a few inches of a proximity detector, a pattern
of activation involving all of the actuators radiates away from the triggered proximity detector.
A full description of the interactive behaviour and modifiable parameters is given in Appendix
C.2.1.
Two of Aegis’s behaviour modes were chosen as stimuli for the experiment: Prescripted
Behaviour (PB) and Parameterized Learning Agent (PLA). PB consists of a set of fixed pa-
rameter values for Aegis that create an interesting experience for the visitor by simulating an
intelligent system. PLA13 exposes the control parameters to the algorithm developed in Meng
et al. (2020). The goal of this algorithm is to maximize “user engagement” by operating on the
distance recorded by the proximity sensors. Roughly, user engagement increases if more visitors
spend more time closer to the system. To accomplish this, PLA varies the control parameters
every two seconds while searching for the optimal set.
PB and PLA have similar functions with the main distinction being fixed parameters or
parameters that vary with the state of the machine learning agent, respectively. The overall
pattern of activation was the same but differed in timing and intensity. For example, when a
proximity sensor is triggered an LED will always fade up to some brightness over some duration,
hold at that brightness for some duration, then fade down to zero over some duration. During
PB the LED will take 1.5 seconds to fade up to a brightness of 78, hold for one second, then
fade down to zero over 2.5 seconds. During PLA these values will vary every two seconds within
the range given in Table C.2; PLA might decide to hold for five seconds in response to a trigger,
but may not hold for any time at all on a subsequent trigger after choosing a holding time of
zero seconds.
3.4 Procedure
The experiment took place on the 5th and 8th of October 2018 between the hours of 10:00 and
16:00. Before the experiment, the researcher sets Aegis to PB or PLA mode, ensuring that
each group of subjects is even. Multiple subjects may interact with Aegis, but only one set of
physiological sensing devices are available. The subject begins the experiment at the information
table near the exhibit. The brainwave and skin-conductance devices are equipped if they are
not in use. The researcher leads the subject to Aegis. If the equipment is worn, one minute of
data is collected while the subject is standing still with Aegis. The subject is then instructed to
interact with Aegis for up to 20 minutes and return to the researcher when they are done14. For
a second time, one minute of physiological data is collected while the subject stands still with
Aegis. The researcher and subject return to the table, equipment is removed, and the subject
is given the subjective experience questionnaire (see Appendix C.2.2 for the questions). The
experiment is complete when the subject finishes the questionnaire.
13PLA utilizes a form of reinforcement learning called Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient implemented in
TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2015).
14All subjects returned within 20 minutes and the researcher did not have to gather any subjects from Aegis.
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3.5 Analysis: SCL
3.5.1 Data Preparation and Parameters
Data was retrieved from the Empatica device using the E4 Connect Android application. The
data is compiled as a set of single-channel one-minute recordings. Each subject, who is either
in the PB or PLA group, contributes two recordings: pre and post. Recordings which never
rise above 0.5 µS, an abnormally low conductance indicating very poor electrode connectitivity,
are automatically removed from the analysis. Signal artifacts are manually removed from the
recording using EDA Inspector. Recorded intervals with a relatively large negative slope, a
phenomenon not explained by physiological processes governing electrodermal activity (Bouc-
sein, 2012), are considered to be artifacts. We consider a large negative slope to be less than
−0.5 µS/s. The artifact begins when the negative slope begins, and ends when the signal visibly
returns to pre-artifact levels.
Following artifact rejection, the recordings are summarized with two parameters: mean and
slope (of the regression line). Notating the remaining samples as a set of tuples {(yi, ti)|1 ≤ i ≤
N}, where the sample at time ti has a value of yi µS, the parameters can be calculated:











These two parameters tell us different things about the signal. With the mean we can
investigate a general increase or decrease of arousal within times and between groups. The slope
of the regression line parameterizes the dynamics within each interval, indicating whether skin
conductance was rising or falling during the interval.
3.5.2 Results: Mean
Random Effects and Model Selection
The ICC indicates that 92.50% of model variance is explained by subject grouping. A likelihood
ratio test showed that a model including an interaction between time and group has the lowest
AIC and is a significantly better fit compared to a model containing time and group but no
interaction (χ2 = 4.4422, p = .04). Model comparisons are shown in Table 3.1. Therefore the
analysis will consider the LMM which subscribes to the formula
mean ∼ time * group + 1|subject
Table 3.1: Mean SCL: Model Comparison Characteristics
Model Formula AIC logLik deviance
null Y ∼ 1 + (1|S) 96.752 -45.376 90.752
time only Y ∼ T + (1|S) 98.376 -45.188 90.376
group only Y ∼ G+ (1|S) 98.540 -45.270 90.540
time and group Y ∼ T +G+ (1|S) 100.150 -45.075 90.150
time, group, and interaction Y ∼ T ∗G+ (1|S) 97.708 -42.854 85.708
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Summary of Effects
See Figure 3.2 for an interaction plot of mean SCL for each subject. Wald tests of the fixed
model coefficients (Table 3.2) to compare mean SCL in each group at each time, and their
interaction, to the average mean SCL (grand mean) indicated a significant interaction between
group and time:
 Subjects in (pre:PB) conditions have a significantly higher mean SCL
 Subjects in (pre:PLA) condition have a significantly lower mean SCL
 Subjects in (post:PB) conditions have a significantly lower mean SCL
 Subjects in (post:PLA) conditions have a significantly higher mean SCL
Table 3.2: Mean SCL: Fixed Effects
Effect Estimate SE df t p Sig
(Intercept) 6.2156 2.7216 8.0210 2.284 .05
pre -0.4658 0.4281 7.0530 -1.088 .31
post 0.4075 0.3746 7.0530 1.088 .31
PB 1.2816 2.5350 8.0267 0.506 .63
PLA -1.4647 2.8971 8.0267 -0.506 .63
pre:PB 1.0132 0.4025 7.0573 2.517 .04 *
pre:PLA -1.1579 0.4600 7.0573 -2.517 .04 *
post:PB -0.8865 0.3522 7.0573 -2.517 .04 *
post:PLA 1.0132 0.4025 7.0573 2.517 .04 *
∗ = p < .05, ∗∗ = p < .01, ∗ ∗ ∗ = p < .001
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Figure 3.2: Interaction effect between behaviour group (between sub-
jects; PB with fixed parameters and PLA with parameters varying
within the ranges in Table C.2 according to the machine learning agent)
and recording time (within subjects; before and after exposure) on mean
SCL. Each line on the plot corresponds to a single subject and connects





3.6.1 Data Preparation and Parameters
Data from the Muse device was retrieved by listening to the muse/eeg OSC15 path provided
by InteraXon’s LibMuse Android Java library16. The data is compiled as a set of four-channel
one-minute recordings of EEG sampled at 220 Hz. Each subject, who are either in the PB or
PLA group, contributes two recordings: pre and post. Signals are put through a Butterworth
bandpass filter of order 3 to filter out frequencies outside of the range of interest (1 Hz to 30
15Open Sound Control.
16They appear to have dropped support for this library but documentation still lives here:
https://sites.google.com/a/interaxon.ca/muse-developer-site/museio/osc-paths/osc-paths—v3-6-0.
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Hz). Signal artifacts are manually removed from the recording using the EEG mode of EDA
Inspector17. Recorded intervals that match easily recognizable artifact forms classified in Louis
and Frey (2016), such as movements of the eyes, head, mouth, and tongue, pulse, sweat, and
electrode disconnection, as well as intervals of the signal which extend more than 100 µV in
absolute amplitude, are marked for removal. In some cases, signal noise from a bad electrode
connection overtakes the EEG signal and results in the removal of an entire channel.
Following artifact rejection, each channel of the recording is summarized by the absolute
power spectral density (PSD)18 of canonical EEG frequency bands: delta [1 Hz to 4 Hz), theta
[4 Hz to 8 Hz), alpha [8 Hz to 14 Hz), and beta [14 Hz to 30 Hz)19. The Lomb-Scargle
method is used20 to calculate periodograms of unevenly sampled signals21 (Lomb, 1976; Scargle,
1982; VanderPlas, 2017; Townsend, 2010). We used the lombscargle function from the AstroPy
library (The Astropy Collaboration, 2018). Combining Lomb-Scargle periodograms and Welch’s
method22 we calculate a periodogram for each recording:
 partition signal into 118 one-second intervals which overlap by one half-second
 apply a Hamming window function element-wise to each interval
 calculate a Lomb-Scargle periodogram for each interval
 calculate the element-wise mean across intervals to arrive at a mean periodogram for the
signal
To find the absolute power of each named frequency band, we numerically integrate by
frequency for the periodogram samples that constitute that band.
Finally, we calculate the mean across channels for each band power, reducing each recording
to four parameters: delta power, theta power, alpha power, and beta power.
3.6.2 Summary of Results
None of the following models produced significant model coefficients:
delta power ∼ time * group + 1|subject
theta power ∼ time * group + 1|subject
alpha power ∼ time * group + 1|subject
beta power ∼ time * group + 1|subject
17This creates gaps in the data record, but the effective Nyquist frequency remains 110 Hz (see Appendix B).
18We use absolute PSD, rather than relative (to the subject) PSD, for the same reason that EDA recordings
are not standardized by subject. Mixed models properly handle subject differences.
19For our discrete set of frequency points, label it S, [i, j) = {x ∈ S|i ≤ x < j}. This is standard notation to
indicate that the number on the square bracket is included in the interval, and the interval ends just before the
number on the round bracket.
20Thanks to a day in 2015 with Hubert J. Banville at InteraXon for the idea.
21A simple example that explains why this is popular with the astronomical community: you want to find the
orbital frequency of the moon by finding the frequency with the largest amount of power, but some nights the
clouds prevent you from tracking it. As a consequence you cannot use traditional Fourier methods which require
an observation of the moon at the same time every night.
22This combination has been called a “Lomb-Welch” periodogram (Thong et al., 2004).
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3.7 Analysis: Subjective Experience Questionnaire
Subjects filled out a questionnaire after interacting with Aegis. Each question is formatted as
a 7-point semantic differential scale. Some questions have been removed from the analysis (see
Appendix C.2.2). The remaining questions are partitioned into Sensing, Thinking, Emotion,
Autonomy, Biology, and Predictability categories. The mean of the answers for each question
in a category is used as a score for that category. Independent samples t-tests23 are performed
to determine differences between the means of the PB and PLA conditions.
Six independent samples t-tests, one for each category score, test differences in mean between
PB and PLA conditions. A Bonferroni correction for six tests means that any individual test
shows a significant difference in means only if its p-value is less than or equal to 0.008324.




This experiment sufferered from a small sample size due to the time limitations given by the
museum. This hurts the statistical power of our analysis and makes it less likely to detect
any true differences between PB and PLA. As for the effect found for mean SCL, the figures
show the effect was mostly driven by the one subject in the PB condition who arrived to the
experiment particularly sweaty in the first place; they had probably been wearing their coat
inside the museum for a while and took it off during the experiment. Otherwise, it could be that
subjects moved differently while viewing a particular condition in between SCL recordings, and
that this resulted in the SCL interaction effect. The actions that triggered system activity were
identical in each case (triggering any one of the proximity sensors), but the system’s response
differed. The response always radiated away from the triggered sensor in a similar pattern
for each condition, but perhaps the varying response parameters of PLA were more likely to
cause a subject to walk to multiple sensors to see if the same thing happens compared to the
fixed response parameters of PB. In future studies of this type, it would be useful to track the
movements of subjects while viewing the system. Despite statistical significance, we consider
the results of the physiological signal analysis inconclusive.
The complete picture also includes our work described in Meng et al. (2020). There it is
shown that PLA is qualitatively different from PB by outscoring PB on our measurements of
engagement and interaction. Questionnaire answers show that PLA had a significantly higher
Likeability score compared to PB, but there was no difference for the Anthropomorphism, Per-
ceived Intelligence, Perceived Safety and, in particular, Animacy scores.
3.8.2 Efficacy of Mobile Biometrics
In this experiment we utilized mobile biometric sensors that are available at commercial elec-
tronics stores. Forebodingly, these sensors are generally marketed as exercise or meditation
aids rather than scientific recording devices but are nevertheless increasingly popular among
scientists across disciplines due to their simple and their advertised, yet somewhat deceptive,
straight-out-of-the-box method of operation. The small amount of research aimed at validating
the E4 finds that its EDA output does not correlate with laboratory equipment (Milstein and





Gordon, 2020). The Muse has been shown to record various event-related potentials (ERP)
(Krigolson et al., 2017) but is also less reliable than similar consumer grade products used in
neuroscience research (Ratti et al., 2017).
With a proliferation of new technologies there are now many choices of recording devices
spanning a wide variety of electrode styles and placements, connection methods, and data pro-
cessing tools (Cruz-Garza et al. (2017) compares various EEG devices in a museum setting). At
the very least, an analysis must account for these differences and be fine-tuned based on device.
It is important that we develop and adhere to strict protocols for biometric data collection and
analysis. In preparation for the challenges we met in the analysis, Francey et al. (2019) collected
biometric data with the same devices and software used in this thesis25. Mobile devices suffer
the magnified analogues of the same problems you see in laboratory settings. They should gen-
erally be avoided in EDA and EEG studies but they allow us to collect signals in places where
the laboratory equipment cannot follow. Signal artifacts are ubiquitous; detection and removal
is necessary. We prepared for data collection to fail in this way and a robust analysis method
recovers whatever information is left. Studies using mobile biometric devices should aim to use
many subjects to counteract the data loss26.
25Results: Skin-conductance measurements with the Empatica are significantly affected by moving the wrist
but we detected no difference between standing still and walking.
26Think of it this way: Being in a laboratory is like having a metal detector on the beach. We aren’t in the




In this thesis we approach the study of agency and animacy by coming from the other direction.
Rather than define an agent, we instead define an inanimate object and build differences from
there. We explicitly parameterized what can be considered an inanimate object in the limited
context of the study space, and from there we attempt to create an agent by adding or modifying
parameters. In the first experiment we contend with the context of gravity and inertia, where
an inanimate object must follow a zero jerk motion path, and view animate agents under the
assumption that they may break these physical rules. Other studies take a similar, although
not usually as explicit as is done here, assumption of context- or law-violating animate agent
behaviours. It is indeed found that objects whose jerky movements breaks these rules to a
high degree are rated as animate objects more often than objects which don’t. In the second
experiment our context becomes an interactive system whose animate-ness is dubious but whose
agency is unclear. In one condition (PB) the system is imitating an agent, but its decisions are
fully controlled by a human. In the other condition (PLA) the system is autonomous, making
decisions that even fooled1 the designers during testing. With full knowledge of both operating
conditions, PB was predictable but PLA was not. For this reason, we internally considered
PB as inanimate and PLA as animate but did not necessarily make this assumption when
designing the experiment, hoping for the data to tell us so. Keeping in mind the complications
of a small sample2, we did not find any difference in our main investigation of agency using
the questionnaire. In the future, we hope that studies investigating agency might follow this
rigorous and explicit approach to definitions of animacy and agency.
1The system decided its lights should be off during an early testing session, and we thought we had broken
something until we checked the activity logs.
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The analyses presented in this thesis rely on linear mixed models1 (LMM) and generalized
linear mixed models (GLMM). These models have individual differences built into the model by
allowing random effects for each subject. We do not need to, for instance, rationalize a choice
of parameters to standardize each subject’s physiological signals as would need to be done
when using simple linear models. While simple linear models estimate parameters according to
ordinary least squares regression, LMM estimate parameters according to maximum likelihood2.
All analyses are done in R. (Bates et al., 2015; Finch et al., 2014; Woltman et al., 2012; Sommet
and Morselli, 2017; Barr et al., 2013).
A.1 Required R Packages
 lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) provides lmer objects (LMM) and glmer objects (GLMM).
 lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) provides extra functionality for lmer objects, most
importantly the anova() function for likelihood ratio tests and model comparisons.
 wec (Te Grotenhuis et al., 2016) is used for weighted effect coding of categorical variables
for LMM with unbalanced data.
 ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) for general plots and sjPlot (Lüdecke, 2020) for plotting mixed
models.
A.2 Step-by-step
Each analysis follows a three step process:
1. Random effects are examined by calculating the intraclass correlation (ICC) of the null
model. ICC ranges from zero to one and indicates the proportion of model variance
explained by the by-subject random intercept.
null model = Yis ∼ γ0 + U0s + eis
1Also called multilevel models, random effects models, hierarchical linear models, etc.










intercept variance + residual variance
Logistic models do not have residuals. In this case the residual variance is taken to be π
2
3
(Sommet and Morselli, 2017).
The necessary information is found in the summary() output of the appropriate lmer
object.
2. The best fitting model is found by comparing the AIC of all calculable models. A lower
AIC indicates a better model fit. A likelihood ratio test (LRT), or multiple, comparing
the model with the lowest AIC to the model(s) one step down in complexity is used to
judge the significance of adding the coefficient(s). This is sometimes called an analysis of
deviance. This method was chosen over a traditional F-test ANOVA since there exists no
such test for logistic GLMM. For congruity among our analyses we use an LRT for both
LMM and GLMM.
The necessary information is found in the output of anova() from the lmerTest library.
3. Wald tests of each model coefficient compare the mean of each level of each categorical
variable and their interaction to the grand mean. We compare to the grand mean by
(weighted) effect coding of the categorical variables; unlike dummy coding, the intercept
represents the grand mean rather than the effect of the reference level. To find the coef-
ficient of the reference level we re-calculate the model while using a reference level with
a known coefficient. The necessary information is found in the summary() output of the
lmer object.
A.3 Explicit Description of Models Used in this Thesis
The models constructed for this thesis must examine the effect of no more than two categorical
variables.
Throughout this thesis, we will adhere to the Wilkinson-like formula3 used to specify models
as lmer or glmer objects in R. In this thesis we consider all models which we can calculate: those
which are neither boundary solutions nor nonconvergent as determined by the lmer object. In
our case this results in random intercept, fixed slope models4.
Here we notate a by-subject (S) random effects model with a dependent variable (DV) Y
and categorical independent variables (IVs) X and W with nX + 1 and nW + 1 levels. X and W
are represented in the model as a set of dummy variables {X1, ..., XnX ,W1, ...,WnW }. Weighted
effect coding of categorical variables results in the following interpretation of the multilevel
3It should be especially noted that the Wilkinson-type formula used by lme4 (and R in general) are ambiguous
and should be interpreted based on context (in code, this context might be the calling function parameters). For
example Y ∼ X + (1|S) can be an LMM, GLMM, have a continuous independent variable represented by X,
have a categorical independent variable where X represents all dummy variables for each level, and many more
context-specific model characteristics.
4ie. adding any random slopes results in either boundary solutions or nonconvergent models
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model coefficients:
Yis = response for item i of subject s (A.1)
γ0 = grand mean of responses (fixed intercept) (A.2)
γk = deviation from grand mean of k
th dummy variable (fixed coefficients) (A.3)
Xkis = value of k
th dummy variable of X for item i of subject s (A.4)
U0s = random intercept of subject s (A.5)
eis = error of item i for subject s (A.6)
Table A.1 describes the models constructed in this thesis:
Table A.1: General Models
Model lme4 Formula Explicit Discretization
Null Model Y ∼ 1 + (1|S) Yis = γ0 + U0s + eis
One IV Y ∼ X + (1|S) Yis = γ0 +
nX∑
k=1
γkXkis + U0s + eis






γnX+lWlis + U0s + eis












γcabXaisWbis + U0s + eis
cab = nX + nW + (a− 1)nX + b
A.4 Notes on Experiment 1 Analysis
In Experiment 1, the response variable is a binary answer. In this case it is appropriate to use
a logistic linear mixed model (this may be accomplished by creating a glmer object with the
family argument set to binomial).
To start the example, remind yourself that the case of a continuous dependent variable and
one dichotomous independent variable has a model that looks like Yis = γ0 + γ1X1is +U0s + eis.
I will show the process of logistic regression given a dichotomous dependent variable and one
dichotomous indepedent variable.
Denote the conditional probability that subject s rates trajectory i as animate as P (Yis = 1),
or just P for readability. Performing logistic regression involves fitting a linear equation to the
logit-transformed probability5, also called the log-odds6, so that it can be fit with a linear





6The odds of an event = probability of event
probability of event not happening




logit(P ) = γ0 + γ1X1is + U0s
We fit the coefficients in the normal way. Finally, we may apply the inverse logit function
(called the logistic function) to calculate the conditional probability given the coefficients.









A.5 Notes on Experiment 2 Analysis
These equations are immensely simplified in Experiment 2, where each variable only has two
levels and therefore only two dummy variables exist.
Table A.2: Experiment 2: Models
Model lme4 Formula Explicit Discretization
Null Model Y ∼ 1 + (1|S) Yis = γ0 + U0s + eis
One IV Y ∼ X + (1|S) Yis = γ0 + γ1X1is + U0s + eis
Two IV Y ∼ X +W + (1|S) Yis = γ0 + γ1X1is + γ2W1is + U0s + eis
Interaction Y ∼ X ∗W + (1|S) Yis = γ0 + γ1X1is + γ2W1is + γ3X1isW1is + U0s + eis
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Appendix B
Effective Nyquist Frequency of Evenly
Sampled Time-Series with Gaps
We lose information about a signal when we sample it at discrete time points. In the case of
uniform sampling at a fixed frequency, label it fs, all of the available information is contained
within the range [0Hz, fs/2Hz]. fs/2 is known as the Nyquist frequency. Practically, you must
sample at a frequency that is at least twice the maximum frequency you wish to investigate.
Experiment 2 requires information up to 30 Hz.
We can consider artifact-ridden EEG recordings as an unevenly sampled time series where
artifacts are removed from the record. We are unable to apply the standard definition of Nyquist
frequency to this case, but we can borrow the concept.
Eyer and Bartholdi (1999) suggest the following as a Nyquist frequency for unevenly sampled
time-series:
Definition. Let p be the largest value such that
∀ti, ti = t1 + nip,where ni ∈ N (B.1)




Let’s use this definition to determine the effective Nyquist frequency when collecting data
with a Muse headset at fs = 220 Hz. We may assume that t1 = 0.
Although there are gaps in the data record, non-artifact intervals are uniformly sampled at
fs Hz and so each sample is recorded at some multiple of 1/fs seconds after the beginning of
the recording. Written, this means that there exists integers ni such that all timepoints ti can
be written as ti = ni/fs. Therefore, p = 1/fs is one particular value that satisfies equation B.1.
Further, it is the largest such number: ti − tn−1 = p in all of the regularly sampled intervals,
any larger p would necessarily miss some point within these intervals.
The effective Nyquist frequency for our EEG data is then νNy = fs/2 = 110 Hz. We can




C.1 Experiment 1: Simulation Space and Stimuli Details
C.1.1 Notation
t = time (C.1)





















These vectors describe the ball’s position when t = 0,













C.1.4 Base Equations of Motion
The equation describing the position of an object with constant acceleration ~a0 and no jerk
1 at
time t with initial conditions ~x0 and ~v0 is











 02.5 + 5t− 4.9t2
7− 5t
 (C.10)
In words, this motion is described:
A ball starts 7 m ahead and 2.5 m above the subject’s feet, centered horizontally. It is given
a velocity which points toward the subject at 5 m/s and upwards at 5 m/s. The only force
acting on the object is gravity pulling down at an acceleration of -9.8 m/s2. The ball creates
a concave downward parabolic arc toward the subject. The ball is in the air for 1.39 seconds
before hitting the ground2.
C.1.5 Motion Paths with Zero Jerk
A constant acceleration is added to the base equation to modify the gravitational constant.
Three motion paths are defined,


























2The ball appears in mid-air at t = 0 and the solutions to x2(t) = 0 are t = 1.39 and t = −0.37. The negative
solution occurs before the ball appears, corresponding to the other foot of the parabolic trajectory.
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C.1.6 Motion Paths with Sinusoidal Jerk
A sinusoidal term is added to one particular dimension of the base equation,
x′i(t) = xi(t) +M sin (10t), where M ∈ {0.5, 1, 2} and i ∈ {1, 2, 3}









M sin (10t) (C.11)
= −1000M cos (10t) (C.12)
Combinations of one affected dimension (i) at one magnitude (M) define nine motion paths
with sinusoidal jerk (3 dimensions x 3 magnitudes). For example, the motion path defined by





 2 sin (10t)2.5 + 5t− 4.9t2
7− 5t

C.1.7 Motion Paths with Constant Jerk
A cubic term is added to one particular dimension of the base equation,
x′i(t) = xi(t) +Mt
3, where M ∈ {−2,−1,−0.5, 0.5, 1, 2} and i ∈ {1, 2, 3}











A combination of the value of i and the sign of M defines the direction of the constant jerk.
Table C.1: Directions of Constant Jerk Stimuli







Combinations of one affected direction at one magnitude (|M |) define eighteen motion paths
with constant jerk (6 directions x 3 magnitudes). For example, the motion path defined by










C.2.1 Interactive Behaviour and Parameters of Aegis
Table C.2: Prescripted Behaviour Parameters




ramp up time: the time it takes for the Moths or





hold time: the time that Moths and





ramp down time: the time it takes for Moths and
LEDs to fade down to 0
2.5 [0, 5]
Imax maximum percentage of duty cycle per PWM period 78 [0, 100]
Tmgap
the time gap between the Moth starting to ramp up
and the LED starting to ramp up
1.5 [0, 5]
T smagap












maximum time to wait before activating
background behaviour
90 [60, 100]
Tw time to wait before trying to pick a moth or LED 5 [0, 10]
P
probability of successfully choosing an actuator during
background behaviour
0.4 [0, 1]
Tsma time between choosing SMAs to actuate 0.7 [1, 5]
Tminsw minimum time to wait before performing sweep 120 [5, 200]
Tmaxsw maximum time to wait before performing sweep 240 [200, 400]
The unit of all time parameters is seconds, except Imax is percentage and P is probability.
We have previously given the full description of the interactive behaviour and the table of
modifiable parameters in Meng et al. (2020) (pp. 8-9) and it is quoted here:
“The active state is entered if any of the IR sensors is triggered. In this state, the node
corresponding to the triggered sensor will first activate its local reflex behaviour. In the local
reflex behaviour, the Moth, the LED and six SMAs attached to the same node as the triggered IR
sensor will be activated. When a Moth is activated, it will ramp up the vibration to its maximum
Imax over time T
m
ru, hold there for a period of time T
m
ho, then ramp down over (T
m
rd). After a
waiting period (Tmgap) following the sensor trigger, the LED on the same node is activated.
It ramps up over time period (T lru) to its maximum brightness (Imax), holds for a period of
time (T lho) and then gradually dims over (T
l
rd). At the same time, the SMAs are activated
one after another separated by (T smagap ). A step voltage is applied to contract the SMA, after
which a cooling-down time is started during which this SMA will not be activated again. The
activation profile of the SMA wires is fixed in order to protect them from overheating, so these
are not included in the parameterization shown in Table C.2. After the local reflex behaviour
is triggered, the IR-detected event will be propagated from the triggered node to neighbouring
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nodes after a delay (Tngap), until the edge nodes of the LAS are reached, causing a cascade of
local reflex behaviours at each node. If no IR sensor triggering happens for a random time
within [Tminbg , T
max
bg ], the system goes into the background state. In this state, the LEDs and
moths will randomly activate their local reflex behaviours with probability P every amount of
time Tw. The SMAs are also activated independently with the same probability P every Tsma.
In either state, a sweep of LEDs in either direction along the longer axis of the installation
happens at random time intervals within [Tminsw , T
max
sw ]. During the sweep, each LED activates
local reflex behaviour and propagates in the direction of the sweep.”
C.2.2 Subjective Experience Questionnaire
Subjects rated the degree with which they agree or disagree with each question by answering on
a 7-point semantic differential scale.
Removed Questions
Questions 1-3 had subjects indicate pleasure and arousal on the Self-Assessment Manikin (Bradley
and Lang, 1994). Instructions were not clear enough and subjects were filling out the manikin
incorrectly or inconsistently. Questions 24-25 asked for a list of words and questions 26-27 asked
for a sentence. The questions were too broad and the number of subjects too few to do further
analysis. Question 23 (“How many other people were interacting with Aegis?”) does not easily
fall into any category, and was removed from the analysis.
Categories
Questions are split into the following categories:
Sensing
 4. “Do you believe Aegis is aware of its surroundings?” (Not at all, Very much)
 5. “Do you believe Aegis is aware of you?” (Not at all, Very Much)
 6. “Does Aegis effectively use information from its environment?” (Not effective, Effective)
Thinking
 7. “Do you believe that Aegis can be rational?” (Not at all, Very much)
 8. “Do you believe that Aegis can be fair?” (Not at all, Very much)
 9. “Do you believe that Aegis can be biased?” (Not at all, Very much)
 11. “Do you believe that Aegis can have goals?” (Not at all, Very much)
Emotion
 14. “Do you feel an emotional connection to Aegis?” (No connection, Strong connection)
 15. “Do you believe Aegis could have an emotional connection to you?” (Not at all, Very
much)
 16. “Are you going to miss Aegis when you leave?” (Not at all, Very much)
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 17. “Do you believe Aegis could miss you when you leave?” (Not at all, Very much)
Autonomy
 10. “Do you believe that Aegis’s behaviour depends on something that is not Aegis?” (Not
at all, Very much)
 18. “Do you believe Aegis has a mind of its own?” (Not at all, Very much)
 21. “Does the motion of Aegis indicate that it can resist the force of gravity?” (Not at all,
Very much)
 22. “Do you believe Aegis is being controlled by something that is not Aegis?” (Not at
all, Very much)
Biology
 19. “If you were describing Aegis, to what degree would you describe it as alive?” (Not at
all, Very much)
 20. “How organic or biological was the motion of Aegis?” (Not at all, Very much)
Predictability
 12. “Is Aegis Predictable?” (Unpredictable, Predictable)
 13. “Does Aegis’s behaviour appear random?” (Not random, Completely random)
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